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Re-assessing fee projections to
account for COVID

Motivation
Business-related air travel makes up a large component of UC
Berkeley’s greenhouse gas emissions, accounting for 14% of
greenhouse gas emissions on campus in 2019 and the second
biggest single source of emissions outside of the cogeneration
plant (UC Berkeley Office of Sustainability). This shows no
sign of slowing, with business-related air travel having
increased by 18% from 2009-2019 in terms of miles flown.
While these emissions urgently need to be addressed – UC
Berkeley has committed to achieving carbon neutrality for all
mobile source emissions (including air travel and commuting)
by 2050 – the path to doing so was unclear. We have little
direct control over aircraft emissions and it seemed infeasible
to ask faculty and staff to travel less, given the almost
mandatory role of travel in contemporary academia. Building
on a successful 3-year pilot from UCLA (Kawarski et al.,
2021), we decided to try to launch a carbon mitigation
program at UC Berkeley. This would involve adding a small
mandatory fee onto business air travel tickets, with the
revenue generated contributing towards on-campus projects
that would provide lasting and measurable reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions. We determined that a two-tier flat
fee for domestic and international flights would be equitable
and easier to program into our pre-existing reimbursement
system.

Next Steps (launch Jan 2022)

Fee projections had to be modified to account for sudden fall in flying
from 2019 due to COVID-19 related flight restrictions and anticipated
recovery of demand for travel. For these calculations, projections from
the International Air Transport Association were used (Pearce, 2020),
which stated that passenger numbers declined by 66% in 2020
compared to 2019 levels and were not expected to return to prepandemic levels until 2024. In calculating projected revenue, we also
accounted for a $1 increase in fee (i.e., from $10 and $25 to $11 and
$26) in year 3.
Comparison Domestic
to 2019 levels Itineraries

Domestic
Revenue / $

International International Total
Itineraries
Revenue / $
Revenue / $

Year 1 (2022)

-15%

6,956

69,560

2,150

53,750

123,310

Year 2 (2023)

-7.5%

7,570

75,700

2,339

58,475

134,175

Year 3 (2024)

0% (i.e.,
8,184
return to 2019
levels)

90,024

2,529

65,754

155,778

Total

413,263 over
the first 3
years

•

Upcoming presentations at the CAO meeting 6/17/21
and the ‘mega meeting’ – a group of deans and
academic staff established during the pandemic – to
inform campus leadership of the launch of the
program in January 2022 and answer any questions or
concerns.

•

Meeting with other academics and business groups
(e.g., Athletics, study abroad program), with the
expectation of limiting exceptions to the fee.

•

Program building - developing criteria to determine
the number and type of projects that will be funded by
the scheme in the first 3 years. Examples of such
projects may include retrofitting lab equipment to
reduce energy consumption, supporting on-site solar
PV installations, developing spaces for hybrid
conferencing on campus or working with the travel
office to promote alternatives to flying.

•

Determining meaningful ways to analyze the
program’s success (i.e., in terms of GHG reductions
or other more qualitative criteria).

•

Working with the travel office and programmers to
build the program into the system

Table 3: Calculating the potential revenue generation over the first three years of the
program, assuming that 1) travel patterns return to 2019 levels by 2024 and 2) a
graduated fee increase of $1 for both international and domestic flights is built in in
year 3

Another complicating factor is that during this analysis, the UC
Berkeley travel office shifted their policy regarding the business air
travel booking procedure to mandate that all flights should be booked
through Connexus. This meant that rather than applying the fee to a
subset of flights (like UCLA), it appeared that we would be able to
apply the fee to all flights booked through the travel office that were
not federally funded. This means that these projections represent a
minimum of potential revenue that might be generated.

Presenting our proposal to
Campus Leadership

Preliminary Analysis –
determining fee amount
A preliminary analysis was carried out using a breakdown of
all trip itineraries in UCB that were booked through the travel
office in CY 2019. A representative sample of flights (i.e.,
flights booked through the Connexus travel agency, 41% of
itineraries) were analyzed to calculate the average miles per
itinerary for both domestic and international flights.

Our first presentation was to the Chancellor’s Advisory
Committee on Sustainability (2/25/2021) – a group comprised
of faculty, staff, students and alumni with an interest in
environmental management and sustainable development on
campus. The overall response was positive, with no real pushback or concern about a fee. The following questions were
raised:
•

Connexus Data
Invoice Count

Miles

Average Miles /
Invoice

Domestic

11,056

24,850,226

2,248

International

2,610

24,509,736

9,391

Table 1: Calculating the average number of miles per invoice for
domestic and international trips

With an average distance per domestic and international flight
calculated, it was determined that a charge of $10 per
domestic flight and $25 per international flight would track
roughly with the cost of offsetting the CO2e emissions
corresponding to these average trip lengths. This fee was then
applied to all the itineraries that were submitted to the travel
office for reimbursement (40% of all itineraries) that were not
funded by federal grants to calculate the total amount that
would be raised if such a fee were applied:
Reimbursement
Data
Invoice Count

Invoices not booked
using federal grants

Mitigation Revenue /
$

Domestic

9252

8184

73,656

International

2879

2529

63,225

Total

12,131

10,713

136,881

Table 2: Calculating the potential revenue generation from a fee
being applied to all flights that were reimbursed.

•
•

•

Should certain student groups be exempt from the fee
(i.e., athletics, other student groups)? Should such
groups be total exempt from paying, or should they
instead be charged a lower fee?
Should there be a donation fund for those who aren’t
charged (i.e., on federally funded travel) but would
like to contribute?
While there was support for funds to go directly to
projects on campus (rather than offsets), there was
debate about the criteria for chosen projects.
Suggestions included a simple payback consideration
and carbon reduction impacts.
Should the fee be introduced as a pilot or a program?
Should a graduated increase in price be built in from
the start?

Our second presentation was on 5/18/21 to the Chancellor’s
Cabinet, including the Chancellor, Vice Chancellors and
Provosts. This was shorter with less discussion, and the
proposal to establish an air travel mitigation fee program was
given the go-ahead (!)
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